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Long night ahead? 
It appears that sophomore Alexander Carlson needed a lot of 
caffeine for a long study session Thursday night. In reality this 
Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews 
was the only available table in Baldwin Lounge. The coffee cups 
remained after Chancellor Carothers spoke there earlier that day. 
Legislature affects 
health and 	see 
science programs pa3ge 
Racism grievance against senators settled 
By JULIE FOEGEN 
Editor in Chief 
Apologies cleared the Winona State University students 
accused of defacing the Time magazine cover found in the 
student senate office last month. 
"We believe that two... senators, who did write on the 
magazine, were not motivated by racism or intent to harm; 
nevertheless, the comments were derogatory and insen-
sitive and these senators have apologized to the Black 
Cultural Awareness Association," according to the state-
ment from the affirmative action office's investigation of 
the incident. 
The investigation began April 18 when BCA filed a 
grievance against the student senators. Racial slurs were 
found on a picture of Jesse Jackson on the cover of the 
April 11th Time magazine. The names of the two who were 
involved are still confidential according to Affirmative Ac-
tion Officer Elly Colapietro. 
However, permission was given to use the names of the 
two other members of senate who were, "cleared of any 
involvement with writing racial slurs or making racially of- 
fensive arawings on the magazine." 
Matt Kiraly was one of the senators cleared -. Jim Traeger, 
student senate president was the other. 
Traeger said he had no involvement from the beginning. 
Kiraly said, "I felt that getting the charge cleared was 
a big relief to myself as far as knowing I didn't do it and 
retaining my innocence throughout the whole thing." 
He said he was just sitting in the room at the time the 
other senators were writing names down. He said he 
denied the charges from the start. 
"I was very confident they'd be dropped," Kiraly said. 
Traeger said he thought the investigation was rushed 
and that the accused were convicted before the trial 
started. 
Dena Gosha, president of BCA, said she thought the pro-
cess was fair but would still like a public apology. Originally 
the association asked for the accused resignations from 
senate. 
She said they couldn't be forced to resign because the 
action wasn't illegal. The slurs were against Jesse Jackson 
who is a political figure. Colapietro said if the writing had  
been done to a picture of another student BCA could have 
taken further action. 
"People basically assumed it was racially motivated, 
when it wasn't," Traeger said. "It was all politically 
motivated." 
Joe McLeod, BCA spokesman, disagreed. 
"There was no political basis at all, it had nothing to do 
with politics," he said. It wasn't politically based because 
the accused didn't write anything about his political view-
points, only racial slurs, McLeod said. 
Gosha said it had nothing to do with politics. "We just 
want to gain self respect." 
McLeod said, "We were satisfied with the process, but 
not with the outcome." 
Winona State University leaders hope something good 
can come from the incident. 
"I was hurt personally," said President Tom Stark, 
"because I am so proud of the university's efforts (toward 
cultural diversity). We have done so much to call attention 
See Racism, page 2 




By JACKIE COSTA 
News Editor 
"Thou shalt not steal" didn't 
carry much weight Thursday 
when about $300 worth of record 
albums were stolen from a 
storage closet in lower Kryzsko 
Commons. 
No one from Winona State 
University's Limelight is sure what 
happened to the non-alcohol 
pub's popular music. 
Manager Craig Stoxen said he 
trusts the disc jockeys and other 
helpers and doesn't think they 
took the albums. 
Stoxen said when he moved 
two standard size milk crates of 
albums from the east cafeteria 
downstairs to the storage closet 
Thursday morning both were 
there. 
However, Teresa DeWalt, disc 
jockey, only found one crate when 
helping set up Limelight Thursday 
night. 
She said she looked in every 
part of the closet when she realiz-
ed one crate was missing. 
The head disc jockey, Jeanette 
Erwin, said the key to the closet 
is kept in the student senate of-
fice inside the disc jockey 
scheduling book. 
"It's a convenient place but not 
a very good place," she said. 
Stoxen also has a set of keys. 
According to Stoxen the 
closet's lock doesn't always latch. 
He thought that was the case 
rather than someone taking the 
key. 
"The key has always been 
there when I needed it. There's 
been no trouble," he said. He also 
mentioned most of the student 
senators know the disc jockeys 
and didn't notice anything 
suspicious in the senate office 
that day. 
"It's weird that someone only 
took music," Erwin said. The 
albums weren't the most expen-
sive things in the closet. 
Stoxen said about $76 worth 
was a week old, and the pub 
doesn't have insurance to cover 
the records. The sound, light, and 
other equipment is protected 
See Theft, page 2 
Editor's note: Last week the 
Winonan began a series covering 
different aspects of borrowing 
funds to finance an education. Last 
week's story was about student 
debt levels in Minnesota and more 
specifically at Winona State 
University. 
This week, the Winonan will look 
at the problem of loan default 
around the state. 
The final story about debt burden 
will appear in the last issue of the 
year. Debt burden compares debt 
level with the ability to repay. 
By JACKIE COSTA 
News Editor 
Students are keeping up with 
loan repayments better then they 
used to. 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
default rates have declined since 
1977 with a variation among post-
secondary systems, a study of stu-
dent loan default prepared for the 
Minnesota Higher Education Coor-
dinating Board showed. 
According to the study, between 
1977 and 1983, the default rate 
declined from 19.3 to 8.1 percent 
in the state universities, 16.2 per- 
cent to 6.2 percent at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota and 17.7 percent 
to 5.3 percent in the private four-
year institutions. 
"Loan default isn't a problem in 
the State University System or 
statewide," David Longanecker, 
HECB executive director said. 
"Yet, the pronounced differences 
in default rates between borrowers 
who attend two-year and four-
institutions suggest reason for con-
cern." 
The report stated students from 
lower income families are assisted 
by federal and state scholarship 
and grant programs. "Tuition 
levels at two-year institutions are 
lower than at four-year institutions. 
Yet students attending two-year in-
stitutions borrow more frequently 
and are more likely to default than 
other student, the HECB said. 
The default rate on Guaranteed 
Student Loans at Winona State is 
9.4 percent, Bob Lietzau, financial 
aid director said. "Default isn't real-
ly a problem here because of the 
type of students Winona State at-
tracts," he said. 
Longanecker generalized that 
nationwide students in the inner 
cities default more often which 
penalizes other current students. 
"But the downward trend doesn't 
indicate a crisis," he said. 
But some students with outstan-
ding debts may consider it a crisis 
if they can't get credit, re-enter 
school, or get a tax return which is 
what could happen to any 
defaulter, Dick Leighminger, 
manager of student loans at the 
HECB said. 
Leitzau said the total amount in 
default at Winona State is 
$1,498,738 while the total amount 
in repayment status is 
$15,936,454. "That is the amount 
current Winona State students and 
alumni need to repay on their 
loans. 
Loans are expected to be repaid 
in 10 years but Lietzau said many 
students default because of the 
availability of jobs. 
Guaranteed Student Loans are 
the majority of loans students us-
ed. In 1982, $445 million was 
defaulted on nationally. By 1985 





By CONNIE HEDRINGTON 
Asst. News Editor 
A joint enrollment policy, model. 
ed after other state system schools, 
is being considered by Winona 
State University's faculty senate. 
But first it has to decide what a joint 
enrollment policy is. 
Policies at St. Cloud State 
University and Anoka Community 
College were presented as prime 
models by the Academic Affairs 
and Curriculum Committee at the 
senate meeting last week. 
The set up between the two 
schools allows students to apply for 
admission at Anoka and then have 
transcripts forwarded to St. Cloud 
State after two years. 
"Personally I don't think there is 
much of an advantage, said Keith 
Rauch, director of records and 
registration at St. Cloud State. 
"They pay their application fees 







ONE WEEK OF SAVINGS FROM DOMINO'S PIZZA 
This is a special week for you and we want to give you something special. That's why 
we've invented WHAT A WEEK; a whole week of savings from Domino's Pizza. Just call 
and ask for the day's special and enjoy! NO COUPON NECESSARY. 
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area. Offer good at participating locations only. Not valid with 







Buy any pizza and get a 
pizza of equal value for 
$1.00. 
Valid Tuesdays thru 5/24. 
FRIDAY FEAST 
Get a 12" pepperoni 
double cheese pizza, 
regular or thick crust for 
$5.00. 
Valid Wednesdays thru 
5/25. 
TUESDAY TREAT r WILD WEDNESDAY 
r 
Get a 16" 1-topping pizza 
for $6.99. Additional 
toppings available. 
,Valid Thursdays thru 5/26. jr,iValid Fridays thru 5/27. 
No double toppings. 
Get a 16" pizza with 
unlimited toppings for 
$9.95. 
L 	  
SATURDAY SPECIAL"' 
r 
Get a 16" two-topping 
pizza and four Cokes® 
for $9.99. 
Valid Saturdays thru 5/28. 
 
   
	J 	L 	  
1 
SUNDAY SURPRISE 
Get a 16" two-topping 
pizza and four Cokes® 
for $9.99. 
Valid Sundays thru 5/29. 
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fering $12,000 in scholarship 
money to minority students. 
The investigation also revealed 
that Traeger's decision to handle 
the situation in student senate ex-
ecutive board instead of dealing 
with the full senate was "in accor-
dance with accepted procedures 
and past practice." 
According to the statement, "it 
appears the formal grievance filed 
by the BCA has been resolved at 
Step 1 (out of 4) of the policy 
through an exchange of written 
responses. 
"The investigators were pleased 
that the parties involved recogniz-
ed the seriousness of the matter 
and cooperated with us to bring 
this matter to a prompt and fair 
resolution." 
Fun suds 
	 Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel 
Freshman advertising major Mary Allegretti lathers up at a car 
wash held behind Sheehan Hall Sunday. The car wash was held 
to raise money for a delegation of the National Association of Col-
lege Univeristy Residence Halls to travel to a May seminar. 
SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING 
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and 
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone 
452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
64 1/2 W. 5th  
Theft 
Continued from page 1 
under the student union's in-
surance plan. 
Erwin, who was on call Thurs-
day, said the missing albums con-
tain some of the pub's most 
popular dance music but was able 
to get other disc jockeys to bring 
tapes of their own. 
But when Friday morning 
came, Erwin hurried to Face the 
Music in the Winona Mall and 
spent $87 to replace the stolen 
albums. While in the store, she in-
formed employees of the theft and 
asked them to watch for the 
albums as part of a trade-in. 
Limelight's budget has bottom-
ed out so the non-alcoholic pub 
won't be able to afford new 
albums. Stoxen plans to ask stu-
dent senate to allocate enough 
money to cover the stolen 
albums. 
— "We've been getting a good 
turnout," Erwin said. "It's a nice 
alternative. I don't understand 
why people would only want 
albums." 
The pub is open Thurday and 






Continued from page 1 
to the benefits that take place 
to rid ourselves of anything racial." 
He said he hopes the campus 
community will learn from this. "I 
express deep and concern sorrow, 
but will use (the incident) to raise 
consciousness that Winona State 
is not free from racism," Stark said. 
"It should be used as a 
springboard to make things at 
Winona State more condusive for 
whites and minorities alike." 
John Kane, vice president of stu-
dent affairs, said, "This shows 
there's a need on campus to do 
more cultural diversity." He said 
they were on the right track by of- 
Get a 12" unlimited 
topping pizza for $6.95. 
Valid Mondays thru 5/23. 
No double toppings. 
  
454-3030 
909 West 5th Street 
Winona - 
FRIDAY MAY 6th 
SOCK HOP 
Join us at the Hop 
THE BEST DANCE 
MUSIC IN TOWN 
In The Smaug 
Thursday Night 9:00 - Midnight 
Friday Night 9:00 - Midnight 
INTRODUCTION 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
• SECOND EatTIOM 
ftwttoriadoor, wtr, 0161000/ Pt filmilhecek 
Students getting out 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Sports Editor 
Difficulty in funding a building to house Winona State Universi-
ty's new composite engineering school has many students in that 
field reeling. 
There are 27 students enrolled in pre-engineering at Winona 
State, according to the registrar's office. The Winonan was able 
to contact 13 of these students. Of them, 11 said they were either 
changing their majors or transferring to another school. The other 
two said they were considering the same, but had yet to decide. 
Phone numbers were unavailable for the other 15 students. 
In pre-chemical engineering, one student, Pat Schneider, is 
enrolled. But he said he plans to change his major. 
Funding problems and delayed construction of a building has 
affected the decisions of others, as well. 
"I kind of wish it would have come this year," sophomore Reed 
McPeek said. "It would have helped me out. I'm almost ready to 
go into those upper level classes which need the new building." 
McPeek said he nlanned to change his major to physics. 
"I'd really like to get a composites aeyree rather than a physics 
one," he said. 




Editor's note: On April 
26 at 2 a.m. the 75th 
legislative session end-
ed. During the 12-week 
session, 401 bills passed 
the House and Senate. 
Listed below is some of 
the passed legislation: 
—$73 million to unfund-
ed students 
—Repeal of state sales 
tax imposed on all univer-
sities, saving the state 
system $1.5 million 
—$40 million in general 
obligation revenue bonds 
for new residence halls 
and improved student 
unions 
—$500,000 to Winona 
State University for new 
undergraduate program 
in engineering providing 
Winona State raises 
$250,000 matching funds 
and the Higher Education 
Coordinating Board ap-
proves the program 
—Raise state's gas tax 3 
cents and transfer more 
monies into highway con-
struction accounts 
—Restore missing 33.3 
percent of renter and 
homeowners' property 
tax refunds withheld in 
1987 
—Make Minnesota the 
first state to mandate 
open enrollment and 
remove age barriers to 
high school graduation 
—Allow voters to decide 
on a state-run lottery, an 
environmental trust fund 
and six-member juries 
—Deem blueberry the 
state muffin 
This information obtained from 
The Session Weekly, provided by 
the Minnesota House of 
Representatives 
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Lack of legislative funds has effect 
The space problems of the health and applied science Program 
look to get worse in the near future. One possible solution to the 
winonan Photo By Tony Dussel 
problem is the addition of a new building. Plans are currently 
underway for the construction of a building on Sanborn St. 
No funds for building but still hope 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Sports Editor 
Even with all hope of a new 
building to house Winona State 
University's composites engineer-
ing school all but dead this year, 
Dennis Nielsen, dean of the college 
of science and technology, looks 
optimistically to the future. 
"We should be ready to start dig-
ging a hole in July (1989)," 
he said. 
"I can live with not getting a bon-
ding bill now," he said. "But we 
have to have one in 1989, unless 
I can find Daddy Warbucks to give 
me a building. And that's pretty 
hard to do." 
A $420 million bonding bill, 
which would have given Winona 
State $8.4 million for a building, 
met opposition and died in the Min-
nesota State Senate earlier this 
month. 
Another bonding bill will be 
drafted again next year. This one 
will have a better chance of pass-
ing, said Kim Meyer, legal assistant 
to Sen. Roger Moe. 
Moe, the senate majority leader, 
is the one most often blamed for 
the bonding bill's opposition. He 
was unavailable for comment. 
Meyer said senate was relucthnt 
to pass two $400 million bonding 
bills in consecutive years. Last year 
the Senate and House of 
Representatives approved a $470 
million bill. 
"Doing another $400 million . 
bonding bill this year could have 
had serious cost results down the 
road," she said. "Traditionally we 
do one every other year." 
A bill of this size would put the 
state $12 million a year in debt un-
til it is paid off she said. 
She also said that since money 
has already been allocated to in-
nitiate the program at Winona 
State, funding for the building 
should follow. 
"I doubt they'd put up money to 
plan a program and then abandon 
it," she said. "I can't say it's never 
happened, but I would doubt they 
would do that." 
Meyer defended Moe's position 
on the bonding bill. She said he 
acts only on the consensus of in-
dependent republicans. They voted 
by a 3-1 margin against the bill, she 
said. 
If funding for a building doesn't 
become a reality in 1989, then 
alternatives, such as reducing 
enrollment size in engineering and 
holding classes in composites labs  
around town, will have to be 
considered. 
"We'll certainly explore all of our 
options," Nielsen said. "In the 
worst case we'd delay transfer stu- 
dent acceptance." 
Nielsen said he plans to fill 
engineering classes with nearly all , 
transfer students. 
Money came but building went 
By JULIE FOEGEN 
Editor in Chief 
Though the recently concluded legislative 
session did bring money to the state university 
system, it won't bring a Health and Applied 
Science Building to Winona State University. 
"Overall it was a good session for higher 
education, but it didn't follow the script," said 
Robert Carothers, the state university system 
chancellor, who assessed the legislative session 
last Wednesday in Winona State's Baldwin 
Lounge. 
"The Governor supported the bonding bill, 
but no money was allocated for us in his 
budget," he said about the 75th session which 
ended April 26. 
The bonding bill would have enabled the con-
struction of four new buildings including the $8.4 
million needed to build Winona State's new 
Health and Applied Science Building. 
"Despite a great deal of work, we were unable 
to persuade the senate to agree to a bonding 
bill," said Carothers. "We at least thought we 
would get construction for it." 
Rep. Gene Pelowski (DFL-Winona) said, 
"Down here it's needed desperately, not just for  
the engineering program, but for programs like 
nursing," he said. Nursing was one of the 
departments which would have moved into the 
new building. 
Karen Gardner, chairwoman of the nursing 
department, said the department has outgrown 
its present facilities in Phelps Hall. 
"We're bulging at the seams," she said. 
"There's hope for a new building, but the univer-
sity will have to provide us additional space 
somewhere." 
The new building would have added needed 
room for the master's program. "There is no 
room for graduate faculty or students," Gard-
ner said. 
This year there were 10 graduate students at 
the Winona campus and 12 at the Rochester 
campus. 
Gardner also said a critical care lab would 
have been installed in the new building. It will 
now be postponed. 
The new lab would have been set up just like 
a hospital, with oxygen outlets and all monitors 
right on the wall. 
Gardner said it would be too expensive to add 
something like that in Phelps. 
The state university systems and consequent-
ly Winona State, did gain monetarily. With the 
repeal of the sales tax, the system saved $1.5 
million, and Winona State saved $300,000. Also 
$7.3 million was granted to unfunded students 
in the system who will help the system catch up 
with present enrollment lags. Winona State 
should receive $700,000 from that money. 
"When you pull $1 million out of the air it's 
a success," Pelowski said. 
The system will also receive $40 million for 
new residence halls and improved student 
unions. "The frosting on the cake was the $40 
million to dormitories," Carothers said. 
Winona State requested about $6.5 million for 
a 400 bed residence hall and $750,000 for an 
expansion to Kryzsko Commons. 
Plans continue for the Health and Applied 
Science Building. "Things are on-going," Gard-
ner said. "Money was appropriated for the ar-
chitects, they must move forward." 
A meeting with the architect was held Tues-
day. Gardner hopes both phase 1 and 2 of the 
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It's time to go on 
To the Editor: 
I would like to jump to the 
defense of Jen Larson's com-
ments in the April 27 Reader's 
View of the Winonan. 
It seems to me that the issue of 
the defaced Time magazine has 
been blown way out of proportion. 
Now, before you plot my demise, 
let me explain. 
We're missing the forest for the 
trees here, gang. Everyone is 
focusing on a bunch of graffiti. A 
magazine cover just doesn't war-
rant that type of concern. I don't 
care whose face is on it. Who 
hasn't defaced a magazine cover 
or two in their time? Who doesn't 
tell Polack, Norwegian, Irish and 
black jokes? 
The problem comes when you 
start believing the jokes; when 
you start seeing Polacks and 
Norwegians as stupid, or blacks 
as lazy or whatever. 
The real issue is not what some 
artist did to a picture of Jesse 
Jackson. The issue is racism. We 
should be more concerned with 
the fact that the president of the 
Black Cultural Awareness 
Organization told a radio au-
dience that she's been called a 
nigger, and had eggs thrown at 
her. 
The issue should be that inter-
national students, regardless of 
race color or religious 
backgrounds, ought not to be 
discriminated against. I don't care 
if a person is black, yellow or pur-
ple with stripes. 
Jesse Jackson knew going in 
he would be subject to harrass-
ment and jokes. Look at the 
Ronald Reagan jokes, the Gary 
Hart jokes and the Walter Mon-
dale jokes. 
Jokes come with the territory of 
running for public office. Unless 
it has been shown that the stu-
dent senators involved have a 
history of discrimination, let us 
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	Editorial 	 
Commend legislators 
No, the Legislature decided its role as fairy godmother would not 
be fulfilled this session. 
There will be no bonding bill 
There will be no Winona State University Health and Applied 
Science building, this year. 
Yes, it is very disappointing. Especially for engineering students 
who are thinking twice whether they are enrolled in a successful 
major. Especially for the majors in the other health and applied 
science programs who are crowded and not benefiting from new 
equipment they should be working with. 
But we will receive over $1 million from revoked sales tax and 
pay for unfunded students. 	And we did receive $500,000 (with 
stipulations) for the engineering program. - 	- 
Our legislators need to be commended for good work. They did 
a lot for us this session. Hopefully good luck and hard work will 
grant us the building we 
New ideas bring fun 
Let's hear it for the Limelight—its workers and its idea people. 
The place has prospered. That's a refreshing sight. It's good to 
see so many students come out every weekend to support a univer-, 
sity endeavor. 
The non-alcohol pub is constantly coming up with new ideas to 
draw people and it constantly succeeds. For example this weekend 
music from the 1950s and 60s will be featured in "At the Hop." 
There will be contests and prizes and plenty of thrills to be found 
on blueberry hills. 
Since the pub opened in October 1986 it has cleared hurdles 
like broken equipment, name copyright, unclear security policies 
and most recently theft. 
Its sound and light system grows yearly and the music menu in-
creases monthly. The organization's officials realize the value of 
the pub's equipment and are easy to talk to about renting it. That 
too seems to be a great service. 
It is truly a good thing the Limelight made it. Many thought it would 
flop. Afterall, many don't want or feel they need an alternative to 
the downtown bar scene. Students are noticing the success and 
appreciating the continuous efforts of the staff. This year's staff 
committment to the pub's prosperity has paid off. 
More importantly though the pub offers a fun atmoshere. Students 
can dance, talk, sit, eat and drink beverages just like they could 
downtown. And, no cover is charged. 
A wonderful idea has materialized for all students to enjoy. 
Underage students now make up about half of Winona State's 
enrollment. It's important for those students to know that their 
university cares about their social lives just as much as their 
academic lifestyle. 
Congratulations go to the Limelight for jobs extremely well done. 
In fact it's about time for university officials to look into a near-by, 
off-campus locction for the pub. 
Editorial Board Policy 
ifibitllinonan Editorial Board meets weekly as a group, at least two full 
days prior to the date of publication, to decide whether or not the editor's 
side on an issue is representative of the staff's opinion. 
The Editorial Board also presents ideas for editorial writing, of which the 
editor in chief can choose to write about. The editor in chief holds the power 
of final editorial choice and editorial prose. 
However, the idea of the editorial must be in accordance with the staff's 
opinion on the issue through a majority vote of the Editorial Board. 
The board consists of the editor in chief, three section editors and one 
staff member. 
Reader's View 
Helpful hints for senior sickness 
I really like being a senior. And 
I've really mastered the art of 
senioritis. 
I would like to appeal to the 
seniors who are still actually let-
ting trivial matters like papers to 
write, exams to take and chapters 
in textbooks to read get them 
stressed out. 
Underclassmen, you'can prac-
tice some of these behaviors too, 
in order to be better prepared as 
a senior. Just don't take it too far 
or you'll start to irritate those of us 
who have actually worked really 
hard through at least three and 
two-thirds quarters just so we 
could slough off our last quarter 
as a senior. 
First, ignore your homework as 
long as possible. It won't go away, 
but an assignment never seems 
as big a deal if you let it go until 
the last minute. 
Besides, if you write a paper, 
study for an examination or read 
26 chapters the night before the 
main event, you appreciate it a lot 
more if you do half-way decent. 
It's also much more challenging. 
If you happen to fail or really 
bomb out, you can easily ra-
tionalize the situation if you never 
wasted your ; lime studying 
anyway. 
Tell yourself it was the absolute 
hardest test you ever took or the 
most ridiculous paper you ever 
had to write and there's no way 
you would have done well even if 
you would have studied or spent 
more time writing or researching. 
Second, don't complicate your 
life. 
If you are going to do 
homework or study, first ask 
yourself if there is anything at all 
that you could be doing. Make 
sure all your dishes are done, that 
you've called every conceivable 
person you might have been sup-
posed to call, that there's nothing 
good on television, that you don't 
have any bumblebees stuck on 
your curtains. 
If all you can think about is go-
ing shopping, laying out in the 
sun, drinking beer or doing 
something spontaneous, what 
good is it going to do to try and 
do homework? 
Lastly, eat, drink, be merry, 
keep yourself in good company 
and let the good times roll. 
It probably is true. These pro-
bably are the best days of our 
lives—and there are only 24 of 
these best days left for those of 
us that are graduating. 
Gosh, that's less than one dog 
year. 
Points addressed 
To the Editor: 
According to legend, an ancient 
mid-evil ruler, upon hearing news 
he did not like, had the 
messenger beheaded. 
The reaction of certain 
members of the student senate to 
the Winonan's coverage of the 
Time magazine incident is very 
similar, especially Eric Barr's let-
ter in last week's issue. 
In addition to the overall ac-
cusatory tone of the letter, there 
are several specific points to 
Barr's letter that need to be ad-
dressed beginning with his claim 
that the student senate was not 
allowed to handle the incident in-
ternally. Thank God. 
When the president of the 
senate fails to put the incident on 
the agenda for the next meeting, 
and then berates the senator who 
does bring it up at the very end 
of the meeting, what sort of inter-
nal handling could we have 
expected? 
This incident involved the entire 
student body and is not an inter-
nal incident to be dealt with 
behind closed doors. 
Furthermore, it became a 
public matter, by law, when the 
Black Cultural Awareness 
Organization filed a formal 
grievance in the case. At this 
point it ceased being an internal 
incident and became a matter for 
the proper authorities; including 
the affirmative action officer. 
The student body has the right 
to know about such incidents and 
the senate, as our elected of-
ficials, have the responsibility to 
deal with these types of incidents 
in an open and honest manner; 
something that, as a whole, they 
have yet to do. 
When elected officials fail in 
this responsibility, it is the duty of 
the press to keep on top of events 
so that we, the students who 
elected the senators in the first 
place, are aware of their activities. 
No Eric, the Winonan is not 
responsible for spreading racist 
views, Or perpetuating and sus-
taining this incident, regardless of 
whether it was politically or racial-
ly motivated. And claiming it was 
purely a political incident does not 
lessen the damage done. Many 
students who are not Jesse 
Jackson supporters were offend-
ed as well by this insensitivity. 
We feel compelled to say 
something about Barr's ludicrious 
attack on Elly Colapietro for doing 
her job, but the attack is so 
outrageous that it is difficult to res-
pond to it in a logical matter. Let 
us just say that claiming Ms. Col-
apiertro cannot be fair because 
she is the affirmative action direc-
tor shows a complete lack of 
understanding of the purpose 
behind affirmative action and its 
role on campus. 
There are three other points to 
Barr's rather long letter that need 
to be addressed. 
First, Jackson's remarks four 
years ago concerning New York's 
Jewish population. Yes, it was in-
sensitive and untimely. But 
Jackson, on the floor of the 1984 
Democratic National Convention 
in Atlanta, took responsibility and 
apologized to the entire nation for 
them. 
Despite Barr's claim to the con-
trary, the senators involved in this 
incident have not, of this writing 
confessed to or apologized for 
anything. The officers, to their 
credit, did make a blanket 
apology for the senate, but it falls 
far short of the personal, public 
apology needed. 
Second, regarding Barr's ques-
tion of the unalienable right to free 
speech, yes, such a right does ex. 
ist. (As does the right to a free and 
independent press.) But along 
with that right goes the respon-
sibility to use speech wisely, and 
to suffer the consequences when 
and if that speech offends 
someone. 
Also the same government that 
guarantees free speech and a 
free press guarantees the 
freedom of property. Why isn't 
Barr and others upset that Brad 
Mackinaw's personal magazine 
was virtually stolen and then 
defaced without permission? Are 
freedoms something you respect 
only when it is to your 
convenience? 
Third, in regards to the implica-
tion that the Winonan is out to get 
certain members of the senate, 
we wonder why, if this were the 
case, they displayed extreme 
fairness in printing Barr's editorial 
(and the one under it) attacking 
not only the paper but the editor 
personally! 
The Winonan has shown the 
courage to take on a tough, con-
troversial story, knowing full well, 
we are sure, that they would be 
attacked for it. 
For this we feel they should be 
commended, not condemned. 
They have also shown the 
courage and willingness to admit 
publicly their own mistakes as 
witnessed on page four of last 
week's issue. 
Perhaps certain members of 
the senate should learn to be as 
responsible. 
In conclusion, we in Students 
for Social Responsibility would 
like to state for the record that we 
do not regret any role we may 
have played, however small it 
may have been, either as an 
organization or individually, in 
bringing this incident to the atten-
tion of the media, the student 
body or the community. 
Sincerely, 
Kurt Roger Johnson 
Students 	for 	Social 
Responsibility 
Deadlines are no fun 
"Is your column done, Dave?" Since I started filling this space 
sometime last September, that's the weekly question I've gotten 
from the editor of the Winonan. 
Every week I go through the same ritual. As deadline time ap-
proaches, I sit with a blank stare and try to dream up something 
to write about. Not only do I have to find a topic, I have to find one 
that fills up all of the space they give me. 
Now, after usually finding something to say, I'm out of ideas. Ac-
tually, I do have one good idea left, but this is my second to last 
column, and I'll be darned if I'm, going to waste my last good idea 
now. 
Since I don't know what to write about this week, and I'm ob-
viously not going to make my deadline, I might as well take some 
time to complain about deadlines in general. I mean, who really 
needs them? I have better things to do than to meet deadlines, you 
know. As a matter of fact, I could probably write a pretty long list 
of things I would rather be doing right now instead of trying to dream 
up a column idea. 
I can hear my editor pacing the floor in my mind, waiting impa-
tiently for my column. I've managed to get something turned in every 
week, but it's usually late, and apparently that causes all sorts of 
problems in the newspaper business. 
I'm currently in the process of peddling my soon-to-be confer-
red degree, and the one question I'm going to ask at all job inter-
views is "There aren't any deadlines here, are there?" 
I don't care much what kind of job I get, as long as they don't 
have a thing about getting work done on time. I'm sure there are 
plenty of employers out there who unde'rstand that when the 
weather's nice, or there's a good party to go to, I can't be worrying 
about getting assignments completed by any kind of deadline. 
What my editor doesn't know is that I turn my columns in late 
just to get in shape for the world of work. I have to start practicing 
and I don't want potential employers getting the idea that I like tur-
ning things in completed and on time. 
Yup, I definitely decided that I'm going to turn this column in real 
late this week, .. SO TAKE THAT, MADAM EDITOR! 
Gee, I'm feeling better already. Every week the editor wants me 
and the others that work for the Winonan to get our work turned 
in by some deadline or another. We might as well be living in Russia. 
Luckily, this is America and we can do whatever we want. So 
instead of writing a column today, I'm just going to kick back, eat 
some Ho-Ho's and watch reruns of the Partridge Family. 
Speaking of the Partridge Family, did you ever notice that Reuben 
Kincaid was the only link the family had with reality ? 
Believe it or not, that was the only deeply philosophical thought 
I've had all week. That's another reason I'm turning in my column 
late. I've been trying to have deep thoughts, and all I can think about 
is the Partridge Family. Hopefully, my last good column idea for 
next week will turn out okay. We'll just have to wait and see. Boy, 
I hope all of you will be able to sleep. 
I'm so fed up with deadlines, I have half a mind to not turn in 
anything at all. Maybe I'll just write a letter to the editor like everyone 
else does. It would go something like this: 
Dear Editor, I'm not turning in a column, and you can't do 
anything about it, and I triple dog dare you to try and make me write 
something, so NA NA NA NA NA! Signed, A Crazy Columnist. 
Wow, that was sure fun. 
Life's Just Trite 
By 
TISHA HARMS 
Reader's View Off the Wall By 
Dave Pulk 
Letters Policy 
Send us a letter about any issue you feel students should know about. 
We publish letters in the order we receive them and usually only edit 
when room is needed for other students. We reserve the right to re-
quest verification of the facts from letters written and sent to us for 
publication. 
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OK banana lovers, 
feast on this. Cool, 
creamy DAIRY QUEEN!' 
soft serve, a real dairy 
product, thick hot fudge, 
luscious whipped topping 
piled high, a sprinkling of 
nuts, and a cherry. All 
surrounded by a beautiful, 
fresh banana. We think it's 
one of the tastiest ways to 
treat a banana ever. And 
there's just one way to see If 
you agree. At your DAIRY 
QUEENS Store. Come give 
It a test._ wEtREAT 
YOU RIGHT® 
1440 West Broadway 
AM D.O. Corp./1984 
THERE'S 
AN ARMYOF CHOICES 
OUT THERE. 
It's not easy. Sometimes the number of choices you 
have seems mind-boggling. But sometimes, when you 
know what you want, freedom of choice is a great thing. 
Look at today's Army. 
There's the Active Army and the Army Reserve. If 
you qualify for Active, you serve 2-4 years, choose from - 
over 300 skills to train in, and in over 80 of those skills 
you could be eligible for up to $25,200 in college money. 
If you already have a job or are in school, consider 
the Army Reserve. All it takes is one weekend a month 
and two weeks a year. Plus, you'll learn a useful skill and 
earn over $1,200 a year. 
. Both choices give you career experience, physical 
conditioning, new friends, good pay, and a chance to 
serve your country. It's all up to you. Call your local 
Army Recruiter. 
CALL 454-2267 
ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 
Tuesdays turn into Wednesdays 
Years roll by 
Adolph Bremer 
is one heck of a guy 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 





Attendant needed for 
disabled WSU (female) 
employee during the 
day only. To start fall, 
1988. 
Experience preferred. 
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Winonan Photo By Dave Rood 
Freshman Lisa Hanley, major undecided, and dare and mud wrestle on campus during last 
Joel Krawczyk, senior biology major, accept a Wednesday's rain and snow flurries. 
Students 
Continued from page 3 
Sophomore Michael Maass, who 
plans to transfer at the end of this 
year, said, "I would like to do the 
composites program here, but I just 
can't wait around. I really can't 
count on it coming here." 
Freshman Eric Gamradt said he 
plans to transfer to Iowa State 
University for its engineering 
program. 
"I came down (to Winona State) 
because it's a cheap place to get 
my engineering done with," he 
said. "But once I get the money I 
will definitely transfer down (to Iowa 
State). There's really no comparing 
(the two schools)." 
Sophomore Mike Wagner said, 
"I think it's a great disappointment. 
Now I'm caught between deciding 
whether I want to stay at Winona 
State or go to another school." 
He said he hadn't decided yet if 
he'd transfer or not. 
Enrollment 
Continued from page 1 
two years in advance yet they are 
still not guaranteed a spot. As of 
now, there are very few people who 
use the process." 
But joint enrollment can work for 
some. 
Winona State's Rochester 
Center offers prerequisite classes 
Sophomore Ray Purtzer said, "I 
don't think there's any way they'll 
have the program here in time for 
me." 
Dennis Nielsen, dean of the col-
lege of science and technology, 
said he could, "live with" not get-
ting a bonding bill, which would 
have given Winona State $8.4 
million for a building to house the 
program. But he said he fully ex-
pects the money next year. 
"We'll still go ahead with our 
plans for the program," Neilsen 
said. These plans include acquir-
ing land across from Pasteur Hall 
on Washington St. for the building. 
"We're short on labs," he said. 
"We need to have a fully opera-
tional program when junior level 
classes begin to be offered a year 
from next fall." 
He said he plans to fill the 
classrooms and labs in the new 
buildings with recruited transfer 
students. But, he said, he'd worry 
about that when the time came. 
for a major offered at the college. 
However, a Winona State applica-
tion may not always be necessary. 
"There are almost as many ac-
comodating situations as there are 
students," said Russell Lohmann, 
student services coordinator at the 
Rochester Center. 
Jim Mootz, Winona State direc-
tor of admissions, will address the 
faculty at their May 9 senate 
meeting. 
Last Winonan for the year is May 11 
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Speakers needed 
The Women's Resource Center 
of Winona needs public speakers to 
help educate the community about 
the issues related to sexual assault 
and battering. A free speaker's 
training course will take place May 
14. Call 452-4440 for more 
information. 
Graduating seniors... 
Don't forget to let Winona State 
University's alumni office know 
your whereabouts. 
Keep in touch with your alma 
mater by giving your forwarding 
address to the Alumni Affairs Of-
fice, Somsen Hall 210C, or by 
returning the card that will accom-
pany your diploma. 
You will receive the alumni news 
on a quarterly basis and invitations 
to alumni get-togethers on campus 
and across the nation. 
Contact us for addresses of other 
alums wherever you decide to 
locate. Maybe we can help you with 
a reunion in Chicago, Denver, 
Florida, California, Arizona, etc. 
Good luck to you and remember 
your Winona State experiences. 
Tour Europe 
Tour Europe beginning in June 
1988. Visit Russia, England and 
France. If you are interested see 
Lee McMillan, education pro-
fessor, GI 209. 
Richard C. Coughlin 
scholarship 
Memorial scholarship of $300 
available to student enrolled in Col-
lege of Liberal Arts for 1988-89. 
Student must be an 
undergraduate, full-time, declared 
liberal arts major at Winona State 
University, with a minimum 3.5 
GPA. 
The scholarship is open to all 
students regardless of age, sex, 
race, ethnic origin or residency. 
For application information con-
tact Robert DuFresne, acting dean 
of the College of Liberal Arts, at 
(507) 457-5017. Application 
deadline is May 27, 1988. 
Classical guitar recital 
Announcing a classical guitar 
recital by John Waldo, May 8 at 4 
p.m. in the Performing Arts Center 
recital hall. 
Works by Tarrega, Villa-Lobos 
and others. 




Test your mental and driving 
skills, May 5 at 4 p.m., free pizza 
afterwards. 
Call UPAC (457-5315) for more 
details. 
Free to any student. Open to 
everyone. Trophy to first place. 
Maximum five people to a car. 
Vist Norway 
The Oslo Exchange Program of-
fers the opportunity to study in 
Norway next year. Contact any of 
these professors for information 
and an application. 
R. Stevens, L. Olson, W. Kirk, R. 
Carlson, S. Eiken, J. Erickson. 
Photo exhibit 
May 2 to 27 the Instructional 
Resource Center in lower Howell 
Hall will host the Academy of Mo-
tion Pictures Arts and Sciences 
photo exhibit on the "Jewish Ex-
perience in American Film." 
IRC hours are Monday through 
Thursday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. and 
Fridays 8 a.M. to 4:30 p.m. 
General education courses 
English 105, 106 and 107 may be 
used as general electives and may 
be used by non-English speaking 
foreign nationals to meet the dif-
ferent culture requirement for 
general education. 
Nursing 260: Women's Health 
Issues will be offered fall quarter 
for four credits Monday and Tues-
day, 3-4:50 p.m, by Susanne 
Smith. 
Poly sci association 
Meets Wednesday's 2 p.m. Con-
tact the student senate office for 
location. 
Art exibit 
Max Weber: Works on Paper is 
on display at Winona State Univer-
sity in Paul Watkins Gallery from 
April 12 to May 4. The exhibition 
will include drawings and small 
paintings on paper and is made 
possible through the courtesy of 
Forum Gallery in New York City. 
Chicago art trip 
A weekend trip to Chicago to 
visit the Georgia O'Keeffe Centen-
nial Exhibition at the Chicago Art 
Institute is being offered. The tour 
will travel by Amtrak, departing 
from Winona on Friday morning, 
May 13, and returning Sunday 
evening, May 15. 
To obtain a program announce-
ment visit the Adult, Continuing 
Education and Extension Depart-
ment, Somsen Hall 109, WSU or 
call 457-5083. 
Child care center 
Winona State's child care Center 
is open. Students needed to help 
with the children. Contact Ruth 
Doocy, 452-8221- 
Summer  job 
Spend the summer on a farm 
caring for a 17 retarded boy. Flex-
ible full time hours, free room and 
board, more than minimum wage, 
vehicle provided. Call or write 
John Jordan or Marianne Zerbe, 
(507)896-3119, Rt. 1, Box 144, 
Houston, MN. 
Employee recognition 
The annual employee recogni-
tion ceremony at Winona State 
University will be held May 20 at 
2:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts 
Center Recital Hall. 
Employees who have spent 10, 
20, 30 years at Winona State or 
who are retiring will be honored. 
Poetry contest 
The second annual midwest 
poetry contest is offering $1,000 in 
cash prizes to new and professional 
poets. Each poet may enter one 
poem, 20 lines or less, on any sub-
ject, written in any style. Poem and 
poet's name and address must be 
typed or printed on one side of a 
sheet of typing paper. Copies can't 
be returned and no entry fee. Mail 
entries by June 15 to: 
Midwest Summer Poetry Contest 
Great Lakes Poetry Press 
P.O. Box 56703 
Harwood Heights, IL 60656 
Scholarships 
Juniors and seniors who have 
been admitted to teacher education 
can apply for the Fern L. Nelson 
Scholarship-$200, Durr and Roth 
Scholarship-$775, or the Helen 
Klein Scholarship-$250. For fur-
ther information contact the 
Education Office, 152 Gildemeister 
Hall. 
AT THE BO KSTORE 
CASH PAID 
For All Current Edition 
Books You No Longer Need 
Hardcover and Paperback 
May 24th, 25th, 26th and 27th 
Buyers Hours 
Tuesday 	8 to 4 P.M. 
Wednesday 8 to 4 P.M. 
Thursday 8 to 4 P.M. 
Friday 	8 to Noon 
at The Bookstore Spring Book Buy Back  
An overview of the workarea at ORC. 
Some encouraging words 
And 
She directs his attention back to his work when he g Virginia Ross directs new client Keith McConville as he assembles switches at ORC. 
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Students help handicapped 
Photos and text by Stephen Hermann 
Given a choice between a 20 page 
paper and a 20 hour practicum most 
students wouldn't think twice about 
their answer: probably the paper--it's 
not due right away.But for sophomore 
Carol Fitzgerald and senior Virginia 
Ross, both recreational therapy ma-
jors, the choice was not only easy (the 
practicum) but a glimpse into the 
future for Fitzgerald and career chang-
ing for Ross. 
Frank -Rocco, chairman of the 
special education department has us-
ed volunteer placements at the Oc-
cupational Rehabilitation Center 
(ORC) for his students in Psychology 
of Mental Retardation class. 
Before doing her practicum, Ross 
had plans to work with the elderly, but 
her exposure to the workers at the 
ORC has changed her mind. She says 
she wants to be able towork with peo-
ple and working at the ORC has 
broadened her horizons. Now she 
sees the needs of the young as well 
as the old. 
For Fitzgerald the practicum has 
shown her how things may be. Her 
plans to work with the elderly have re-
mained unchanged, but having work-
ed at the ORC has helped in a small 
way to deal with the future. Fitzgerald 
is the mother of a 10-year old 
developmentally disabled girl and 
places like the OC are likely 
poacements for her daughter. Fit-
zgerald said that she had once upon 
a time wanted to work with the 
developmentaly disabled, but with a 
child that is handicapped she didn't 
want to "live with it" all the time. 
At the ORC the practicum students 
jobs change from week to week but 
generally they are given jobs that in-
volve a one on one with a client. This 
involves teaching a worker a new job 
or keeping a new worker on task. 
For Carol Fitzgerald and Virginia 
Ross this has been more than a rewar-
ding experience. It has helped 
them,as well as others. 
May 4, 1988 	 Winonan Pa 
nquiring conversation from Carol Fitzgerald to Tom Volkman about his job at ORC. 
.racted. Ross patiently watches Keith attend to his job. 
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	Variety 	 
Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews 
Chancellor Robert Carothers spoke at Winona State University 
Wednesday about the growing cultural diversity program. 
By JACKIE COSTA 
News Editor 
Thirty-three states are making a 
commitment to make a difference 
and Minnesota is one of them. 
Minnesota State University 
System Chancellor Robert 
Carothers asked Winona State 
University to join him in the 
system's pursuit of a multi-cultural 
education last week when he 
visited campus as part of the Col-
lege of Education Lecture Series. 
' After the chancellor's presenta-
tion, Winona State junior Chris Cur-
tis, a social work major, was award-
ed a $500 scholarship. 
Carothers wants Winona State to 
make "an even more sincere com-
mitment to culture diversity" 
because "it's the most crucial topic 
facing education today." He said 
even though enrollment is rising, 
recent trends make it difficult for 
minorities to move up. 
"Our system has 1,200 students 
of color. We can't wait for other 
schools to start a plan...we must 
get a network started in the com-
munity immediately," Carothers 
said. State universities should of-
fer everyone the opportunity to go 
to college, he , said, because a wide 
sector for America is 
undereducated. 
	
Little 	education 	equals 
unemployment. To combat the 
situation, the system approved a 
five year-five point plan for cultural 
diversity at the 'January board 
meeting. 
All seven schools in the state 
system should try to double their  
minority population, raise the 
number of minority graduates, in-
corporate minority and third world 
ideas into the curriculum, increase 
overall attention to minorities in the 
community and on campus and 
hire more minority faculty. 
Winona State President Tom 
Stark said the first step is to create 
an environment of warmth and 
openess. 
Next it's important to bring more 
minority faculty and staff to campus 
which may encourage minority 
students to enroll, Stark said. 
It will be a challenge though. 
Carothers said, "It's clear the 
message isn't getting out. We have 
to find new strategies to make con-
tact with minority students." He 
suggested matching community 
scholarships with minority reci-
pients and dipping further into the 
minority pool. He said to start tell-
ing minority seventh-graders that 
college is an option for them. 
He said, "We all have prejudices 
and it's important, that as the world 
shrinks, for us to face our pre-
judices squarely on. We have to be 
willing to work, live, play and be 
responsible for our own beliefs." 
He urged the university to seek 
change and urged individuals to 
have a greater understanding of 
others. 
"Minority students are fearful of 
coming here," Carothers said. 
"They need to see faculty here 
first." 
Curtis' scholarship money was 
taken from a $7,000 gift from the 
See Diversity, page 11 
Carothers talks 
on cultural plan 
Curtis wins scholarship 
Kryzsko: more than a funny name 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Sports Editor 
K-r-y-z-s-k-o, this is the correct 
spelling. 
When asked, only one out of 
every eight (9 of 72) Winona State 
University students were able to 
spell correctly the name of the man 
for whom the university's commons 
is named. 
But does that bother Sylvester 
Joseph Kryzsko, long-time Winona 
banker and financial wizard? 
Hardly. 
He even laughs about it. 
"It's been misspelled so many 
times that it really doesn't bother 
me," Kryzsko said recently. "If 
people would just look at (my 
name) and sound it out they'd be 
OK." 
Originally his name was spelled 
K-r-z-y-s-k-a. He said his grammer 
shcool teacher in Greenbush, 
Minn., changed it. 
—That spelling just won't do,' I 
was told," he said. 
Although most will remember 
Kryzsko for his hard to spell name, 
a few will hopefully remember him 
for his contributions to Winona 
State. 
While serving as Winona State's 
representative to the state univer-
sity teacher's college board (from 
1951-1965, and its president from 
1957-1961), he was the driving 
force behind a revenue bond pro-
gram used to fund non-academic 
buildings. 
He said he was the last of what 
were then known as resident 
directors. 
As a result of his bond scheme 
Winona State became the first 
school in Minnesota to build a 
union building. 
Funding for Kryzsko Commons 
came in 1965 and final dedication 
ceremonies were held in 
September of 1975. The building 
was constructed in three phases. 
The revenue bond system, which 
he came up with, was a funding 
idea which got the state to pay 25 
percent for the building and then 
sell general obligation bonds for 
the other 75 percent. These bonds 
were to be paid off through income 
from student rental fees, backed by 
the full faith and credit of the state. 
"The state told me it wouldn't 
work," Kryzsko said. "I told them 
it would work, and then I showed 
them it did." 
His plan did work, and has been 
used to fund buildings throughout 
the system ever since. 
"It was my specialty at the 
bank," Kryzsko said of his idea. "I  
was the only member of the board 
aware of it so I was made chair-
man." 
His initial request to the state in 
the 1940s was for $5 million. Two 
years later the appropriation was 
increased to $7 million and subse-
quently to $10 million. 
"Oh God, you just don't know 
how those colleges would fight for 
that money," he recalled. 
Experts from Michigan State 
University had to be called in to 
decide which schools got the 
money for the buildings, he said. 
"They decided on Winona State 
because we hadn't had any 
buildings since 1912," he said. 
"There hadn't been anything done 
in food service since then." 
Before the commons was built, 
students gathered socially in a 
room set aside in the old Ogden 
Hall, where Memorial Hall now 
stands. Since that time the room 
has switched buildings several 
times. 
The room was set up as a snack 
bar. The smoke which collected in 
the room from the students provid- 
ed the room with its name, the 
Smog. 
Campus food was served to 
students in the basement of 
Shepard Hall. A bookstore was 
also located down there. 
"It was something to see," he 
said. "It was all homemade equip-
ment." 
He said the homemade wooden 
counters where food trays were slid 
across were all but worn out. 
"It was tough," he said. 
"Winona State was the only state 
university school without commer-
cial equipment." 
The food service area was later 
moved to Richards Hall. This dorm 
was built in 1957. 
He said funding and acquiring 
buildings was a long, drawn out 
process. He talked about problems 
with architects as an example. 
For the commons building "we 
started to work with the state ar-
chitect but found he was too busy, 
so we hired our own architect," he 
said. 
One thing led to another, he 
said, and the two architects wound 
up with designs for two different 
buildings on the same piece of 
land. The state planned an 
academic building and the univer-
sity's plans were for a non-
academic type. • 
"As it turned out the state ar-
chitect worked along with our ar- 
See Kryzsko, page 11 
"It's been misspelled so many times that it really doesn't 
bother me. If people would just look at (my name) and sound 





By JANE HARTON 
Chief Reporter 
Coming back to school after 
a two-year stint in the army has 
worked out just fine for senior 
John Strack. 
He said he will use the 
knowledge and experience he 
gained while in the military as 
new president of the Minnesota 
Lutheran Movement. Strack's 
term began in April and will run 
until next April. 
He decided to run for the 
position while at the groups an-
nual state retreat in the beginn-
ing of April. 
"I was elected by the group, 
and f will be for the group," he 
said. 
He stressed that though the 
organization 	is primarily 
Lutheran, it does not 
discriminate against other 
religions. "Everyone is welcome 
to be a part of the organization. 
"There are approximately 
1,200 Lutheran students on this 
campus right now, but we are 
here for everyone," Strack said. 
"We are here to act as a soun-
ding board for all the students." 
Strack estimated that among 
the 11 Minnesota schools he 
represents, LSM has the ability 
to reach 45,000 Lutheran 
students. "The outreach is 
much higher than that when you 
consider all the other students, 
too," he said. 
He said he has big plans for 
next year. 
He will be visiting every cam-
pus, talking to students and the 
clergy. He also plans another 
retreat for the students involved 
next year. 
LSM holds four meetings a 
year. Three are for business 
purposes and one is a retreat. 
The organization has existed 
for 18 years. It works through 
the Lutheran Campus Center 
here in Winona. Pastor Dave 
Mohn, who works at the campus 
center is the movement's main 
advisor, Strack said. The group 
is part of a larger organization 
known as the Lutheran Student 
Movement-USA. 
Winona is located in the third 
region, consisting of Minnesota 
plus North and South Dakota. 
Strack said there will be an 
LSM-USA conference in Atlan-
ta, Ga., and he has requested 
to be one of the speakers. 
Other Winona State board 
members are Linda Radtke, 
vice president, and Ginger 
Davis, monitor, and Eric Chris-
tianson, state representative. 
pus," DuFresne said. 
Kryzsko said he is proud of to-
day's university. 
"I think it's one of the best 
schools in the upper Midwest," he 
said 
44 Dad was right. 
You get what 
you pay for", 
More people choose 
AT&T over any other long 
distance service. Because, 
with AT&T, it costs less 
than you think to get the 
service you expect, like 
clearer connections, 
24-hour AT&T operator 
assistance, instant credit 
on wrong numbers. And 
the assurance that we can 
put virtually every one 
of your calls through the 
first time. That's the genius 
of the AT&T Worldwide 
Intelligent Network. 
So when it's time to 
make a choice, remember, 
it pays to choose AT&T 
If you'd like to know 
more about our products 
or services, like the 
AT&T Card, call us at 
1 800 222-0300. 
1•111111•11■ 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
Greg Riley.University of North Carolina. Class of 1989 
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In the heart 
of our cities 
SEAN PENN ROBERT DUVALL 
COLORS 
SNOWY RIVER 
PART II  
the legend cunt I noes 
Diversity 
Continued from page 10 
St. Paul Foundation. Each univer-
sity was to award two $500 scholar-
ships to an outstanding minority 
student and an incoming minority 
student. 
The freshman recipient was Kyle 
Kirk from Milwaukee. 
NANNY 
$150-250/wk 
Do you love and enjoy child-
ren? Need a break, $$$$ for 
school? Comfortable homes, 
carefully screened families 
ample free time to explore 
Social and educational opp-
ortunities of historic New 
England. One year comm-
itment required. 
Mrs Spang 
Child Care Placement Service 
121 First St. N 
Minneapolis, MN 55401 
612-340-1785 
Thinking of taking some time 
off from school? Wo need 
Mother's Helpers. House 
hold duties and childcare. 
Live in exciting New York 
City suburbs. Room, board, 
and salary Included. 203-622-
4959 or 915-273-1626 
YOUR CAREER — 
What are you doing to pre- 
pare for it? Find out why IBM, 
XEROX, Proctor Gamble hire 
students who have worked with 
us in the summer. Interested? 
Come to hear about summer job 
employment on May 4th or 
5th at 3:30 or 6:30 p.m. Meeting 
will be held in Kryzsko Commons 
in Dining Rm. A. Don't wait to get 
ahead of your competition. 
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Kryzsko 
Continued from page 10 
chitect," Kryzsko said. "That way 
different types of buildings wouldn't 
go on the same plot of land." 
Phase one in the construction of 
Kryzsko Commons took care of the 
food service problem. 
In that phase, a food preparation 
area, two large dining rooms, 
lounges, central union office, stu-
dent activity areas, bowling lanes, 
conference rooms and smaller din-
ing rooms were built. 
Phase one was completed in late 
1965 at a cost of $842,000. 
Phase two, finished in the fall of 
1968, and cost $525,758. This ad-
dition, located immediately to the 
east of the original, provided addi-
tional dining facilities, more 
lounges Xnd office areas. 
The third and final addition was 
completed in 1975 at a cost of 
$1,046,118. This addition provided 
space for the bookstore, Baldwin 
Lounge, more offices and a mini 
theater. The entire building was 
constructed of masonry and steel. 
The mini theater was originally 
equipped with seating 	and  
screen, and was intended to be us-
ed by the Union Program Council 
for films and other student ac-
tivities. The room is now home to 
Winona State's student newpaper 
the Winonan. 
At dedication ceremonies on 
September 29, '1975, Kryzsko cut 
a ribbon signifying the end of what 
former university president Robert 
DuFresne called a "building 
boom." 
Between 1962 and 1968 10 
buildings were constructed on 
campus. 
DuFresne 	said 	at 	the 
ceremonies, "There will be other 
renovations and constructions. . 
.but major construction is finished 
for the present. 
"When I came to Winona State 
we did not have a campus as 
such," DuFresne said. "It didn't 
look like a campus, just scattered 
buildings interspersed with parking 
lots and dilapidated buildings. 
Now, in my view, it is the nicest 
campus in the system—not the big-
gest, but the nicest." 
The construction of Kryzsko's 
innovatively-funded commons 
building made "Winona State 
University a well-rounded out cam- 
S.J. Kryzsko 
He said he sees the need for 
another high-rise dorm, but 
"there's a point where we could get 
too big," he said. 
"We shouldn't have uncontroll-_ 
ed growth," he said. "If we stay  
smaller we can upgrade our stan-
dards and attract higher quality 
students." 
Kryzsko received his education 
in banking at a number of 
institutions. 
He has served in all departments 
of banking since 1972—credits, 
commercial, operation, savings, in-
vestments and trusts, and served 
as president and director of 
Winona National and Savings Bank 
for 21 years having worked his way 
up from a teller position. 
He was named to the state col-
lege board in 1951 by Gov. C. 
Elmer Anderson. He replaced 
Frank A. Sheehan who died Oct. 
18 of the same year. 
"My job was to run the state col-
leges as part of that board," Kryz-
sko said. "People think it was very 
simple, but it wasn't." 
At that time a position on the 
state board was more powerful 
than a university president's posi-
tion, DuFresne said. In his book, 
Winona State University, A History 
of 125 Years,DuFresne quotes 
E.H. Kleinpell, a writer who held 
that opinion. 
Kleinpell said, "The old-time 
teacher's college president was  
beginning to realize that he was not 
in a strong position, that his was a 
marginal operation, serving a 
limited clientele, far removed from 
the centers of academic activity. 
The old normal school of the past 
continued to haunt him." 
Throughout his life, Kryzsko was 
active in the State Bank Associa-
tion. He was president from 1951 
to 1952 and was its vice president 
for two years before that. 
He has also served as chairman 
of the board of trustees at the Col-
lege of St. Teresa and served on 
the lay board and president's coun-
cil. He was the first chairman of the 
lay board of advisors at St. Mary's 
College. 
His long list of awards include 
the Boy Scouts Silver Beaver 
Award, the Theresa of Avila Award 
of the College of St. Theresa, 
Bishop's Catholic Action Award of 
the Diocese of Winona, the Golden 
Service Award of Kiwanis Interna- • 
tional, the Distinguished Service 
Award (award of merit) of the U.S. 
Treasury Department and was 
named a Knight of the Order of St. 
Gregory the Great by Pope Paul VI 
in July of 1966 and is listed in eight 
Who's Who Books. 
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Men netters finish third in NIC 
Host Warriors sparkle 
in weekend tourneys 
Winona State tennis player Mike Urban grimaces 
as he returns a volley during a game of the Nor-
thern Intercollegiate Conference Friday. Urban. 
Winonan Photo By Dave Rood - 
Winona State's number two player, placed third 
in the conference, helping the team place third 
overall. 
By TRACY STROTHER 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The season came to a three-day 
peak last weekend for the Winona 
State University men's tennis 
team. 
Thursday Winona State took part 
in District 13 competition and Fri-
day and Saturday the Warriors 
hosted the National Intercollegiate 
Conference tournament in which 
they captured third place. 
"We seem to peak at tour-
naments," said Warrior Head 
Coach Bob Gunner. "The last two 
years we've done good at tour-
naments. The team gets fired up." 
The number one player for 
Winona State, Hai Le , performed 
the best of any Warrior in the 
district meet. He made it through 
preliminary matches but was even-
tually defeated by meet champion 
Ken Brown of Moorhead State 
University. 
Gunner is pleased with Le's 
performance over the year. "He 
has improved greatly from last 
year," Gunner said. Ironically one 
of Le's closest matches in the 
district tournament was against 
teammate Mike Urban. 
Urban, the number two player for 
Winona State, forced Le into three 
sets before losing to the fellow 
Warrior. 
"Mike had excellent tour-
naments," Gunner said. "When 
he's cold he's cold, but when he's 
hot he's hot." 
Friday and Saturday Le, Urban 
and their teammates were able to 
join forces to capture third place in 
litte Northern Intercollegiate Con-
• :ference championships. 
The University of Minnesota-, 
Duluth dominated the courts and 
finished in first place with a team  
total of 45 points. Moorhead State 
26 team points for second, follow-
ed by Winona State in third with 14 
points. 
The Warriors had third place 
finishes in the singles number one, 
two, four and six spots, and a 
fourth place finish at the number 
three position. All of Winona 
State's doubles combinations also 
placed. 
Le won his .final singles match 
6-2, 6-3 against Steve Frey of Nor-
thern State College while Urban 
beat the number two player from 
the University of Minnesota-Mooris, 
Tim Buysee 6-2, 7-6. 
Dan Eckert finished fourth in the 
number three singles bracket after 
losing his final match in three sets 
5-7, 6-2, 7-6 to Troy Kayser of Nor-
thern State. 
Tom Ruesink, the number four 
singles player for Winona State, 
defeated his opponent from Nor-
thern State 6-1, 6-4 to claim a third 
place title. 
Winona State's Tim Cook also 
took third by winning his final 
match 6-0, 6-2. 
In doubles action Le combined 
with Eckert to finish third with 
scores of 5-7, 6-2, 6-3. 
The team of Urban and Dave 
Swanson lost a close three -set 
match 7-5, 4-6, 7-6 to finish fourth. 
Ruesink and Cook joined efforts 
for a second place finish at the 
number three doubles spot. 
The most valuable player nam-
ed in the NIC was Chris Janowiec 
of Duluth, the number one singles 
champion. He was the defending 
number one singles player of the 
NIC 1987 championships. 
Duluth Head Coach Don Roach 
was named as the NIC coach ofthe 
year.  
Men golfers take 24th 
of 24 in Drake Relays 
WSU wins three NIC games 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Sports Editor 
Being undermanned hurt the 
Winona State University men's golf 
team last weekend at the Drake 
University Relays Golf Tournament 
held in Des Moines, Iowa. 
" Because of conflicts with 
classes, the Warriors were forced 
to leave regulars Paul Jandt, Billy 
Banton and Rick Monroe at home. 
The result:a 24th place finish in the 
the 24-team tournament. 
"I don't want to have to talk 
about 24th of 24 but we were there 
so I guess I'll have to," Golf Coach 
Dwight Marston said. 
"Not being able to take a full 
team made the difference," he 
said. We have the capabilities of 
shooting good scores. Other 
schools had guys who shot high, 
but they didn't have to count 
them." 
For the tournament the Warriors 
shot a 1002 total. First place 
Wichita State University shot a 905. 
Second place went to Iowa Univer-
sity with a 915, third to Southwest 
Missouri State Uniersity with a 916 
and fourth to Gustavus Adolphus 
College which shot a 921. 
The Warriors were led by Larry 
Norland. He shot a 78-83 for a 161 
over the Wakonda and Echo Valley 
Country Clubs. 
Tom Pohlman used a team-best 
76 on the last day of the tourney to 
get his 166. D. David Johnson shot 
a 82-92 174, and Derek Espy card-
ed a 96-89 185. 
"That's what hurt us," Marston 
said. "We had to count all those 
big scores." 
On the second day of the tourney 
the Warriors made up 20 strokes 
and finished 10th for the day. 
Pohlman said, "We were obvious-
ly hoping to do better, but we are 
happy about that." 
The Warriors are now preparing 
for the NAIA District 13 tournament 
to be held May 9-10 at Bracketts 
Crossing Country Club in Lakeville, 
Minn. 
Qualifying will take place this 
week. The Warriors will need to 
weed one player out. 
"It's too bad someone is going 
to have to get bumped, but no one 
is guaranteed a spot," Pohlman 
said. 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Sports Editor 
A National Intercollegiate Conference champion-
ship mill within reach for the Winona State Univer-
sity baseball team. 
The Warriors traveled to Southwest State Univer-
sity for four conference games over the weekend. 
They came out of Southwest smelling like roses, win-
ning three of the four with last second heroics. 
On Friday Winona State came from behind twice 
in late innings to win 10.8 and 15-11. 
Saturday they came from behind one more time in 
the opening game of the doubleheader, winning 11-8. 
By TRACY STROTHER 
Asst. Sports Editor 
In a nonconference match held yesterday afternoon 
at St. Mary's College, the Winona State University 
women's tennis team swept away the Cardinals 9-0. 
The Warriors took all nine matches in straight sets. 
"I'm real, real happy everybody won," said Warrior 
Marni Rumppe. 
Grabbing singles victories for Winona State were 
Kris Schwartz, Julie Kane, Rumppe, Laurie Thornton, 
Dawn Bissing and Molly Loftus. 
Schwartz defeated her opponent at the number one 
position 6-3, 7-6. At number two Kane had repeated 
6-3 scores to win her match. Rumppe soundly beat 
the Cardinals number three player 6-1, 6-0. Thorn- 
Southwest bounced back in the nightcap and won 
15-11. 
"It was nice to go in there and win three," short-
stop Steve Squires said. "If we hadn't, the morale 
of the club would have been down." 
Said center fielder Scott Cozad, "We were a team 
playing for the win instead of a team trying not to lose. 
We were really pumped up." 
Cozad said coming from behind gives the team an 
emotional lift and psyches out opponents. 
"We'd be down by whatever and I'd keep telling 
See Baseball, page 15 
ton played at the number four spot and won her match 
with scores of 6-2, 6-1. Bissing and Loftus finished 
for the Warriors with respective scores of 6-2, 6-0 and 
6-0, 6-1. 
The doubles teams of Kane-Bissing, Rumppe-
Schwartz and Kathy Heinen-Laurie Schwatgen also 
dominated the courts with victories. 
The team of Kane-Bissing posted scores of 6-3, 6-4 
while Rumppe-Schwartz had repetitious 6-1 scores. 
The Heinen-Schwatgen combo came away with 
tallies of 6-4, 6-4 to complete the Warriors victories. 
This Friday and Saturday the Warriors will par-
ticipate in the NAIA District 13 tournament. 
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HAVING A PARTY? 
We now offer cold Kegs 
of beer, 7 days a week. 
Most popular beer available 
in 1 /2 or 1 /4 Barrels. 
50 FREE cups with each 
order. SAVE $3.00 
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NOW HIRING• M / F 
Summer & Career opportunities 
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus 
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, 




Work for Justice 
Put your ideas into action. 
MN COACT is now hiring FT field staff 
organizers to work on health care, family 
farm and tax reform campaigns. Permanent 
positions and summer jobs with excellent 
training, travel & career opportunities. • 
Gain electoral, political organization and 
fundraising experience. Hours are 
1:30-10:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday $235-
$325/week plus excellent benefits. WORK 











Part time work also available in Twin - 
Cities. Call 645-1508 





Sports are where it's at!! 
See Softball, page 15 
TUESDAY IS TWOSDAY I! 
FREE! 
Buy any size Original Round Pizza at 	I 
regular price and get the identical pizza FREE with this coupon! 















extra cheese available 
at extra charge 
4:00 P.M. To Clo3e 
expires 5-15-88 
.. j ..Jinx C.v. IMem ■c■ Ine 
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pip= 
Delivery Available 4:00 p.m. to close 
Winona Mall 452-8752 
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Winona State University catcher Maggie Meginnis slides 
into third base during the first of two games against St. 
Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews 
Mary's College Monday. The Warriors won 12-4 in the first 
game and 8-1 in the second. 
64:4111441144111;serR11441ciAd Ic441•4NPWRWA'4 ■Adbit;:W:I 
0"...110...11•.•.11MylP7:111,„*.I..0.1111.9.1111:50.0.110.9.1111.•.••••• .747 
ik Happy Mother's Day ••;.•. 
It °: 	to all Winonan mothers ■lt; 
Another playoff 
berth for women 
Softball team on 10-game streak_ 
By GLEN GAUERKE 
Staff Writer 
For the fourth straight year under head coach Mark Pat-
terson, the Winona State University softball team has won 
itself a playoff berth. 
The Warriors qualified for the NAIA regionals this past 
week when they upped their conference record to 10-2 by 
posting four conference wins against Bemidji State Univer-
sity and Moorehead State University. 
The road wins were a must for the Warriors to see post-
season action. 
The Warriors beat Bemidji State 2-0 and 9-7 on Friday 
before destroying Moorehead State 13-3 and 15-2 on 
Saturday. 
With the two wins, the Warriors finished second in the 
Northern Sun Conference and gave them an eight-game 
win streak. 
"After knowing what we had to do and doing it,"said 
Asst. coach Barb Schley, "It was pretty evident that we 
were excited." 
The playoffs are scheduled for May 13-14 at Moorehead 
State. 
The Warriors had a 51-hit attack during the weekend—
their most productive showing this season. 
Senior co-captain Dawn Johnson said, "Our hitting 
came around, we needed to break loose." 
"We can pretty much do anything with the hitting we've 
had to do lately," she said. 
Golly Gee! 
ti 
	Look who's 23! 
ti 	Happy Birthday SANDY ! 
The 19th Hole 
By Chuck Frederick 
 
Season starting strange 
It's not every year that a baseball team is all but out of a pennant 
race one month into the season. And it's not every year that the 
Chicago Cubs have a record above .500. 
But right now that's what 1988 has given us. One may change 
and one may not. Just give the Cubbies another month. 
The Cub's cross-town major league franchise, the White Sox, were 
in the limelight (not ours) recently when they became the first team 
this season to do the impossible—lose to the Orioles. 
But give the Orioles some credit. In eight or so games of their 
21-game skid they led into the late innings. Their bullpen, or lack 
of it, proved to be their own worst enemy. 
It is fitting, of course, that the big story at the beginning of this 
season was a streak, since the big story at the beginning of last year 
was a streak—the Milwaukee Brewers and their tear through the first 
13 games of the schedule. 
If nothing else, maybe the Orioles' misfortunes have given this 
burned out sports columnist the chance to mention that team one 
last time. 
A quick look around the league shows us that the Pirates are hot-
ter than a pig on a spit. The team that was once a "family" now 
says they just "wanna have fun." 
And who would have thought the Indians could ever be in first. 
That's almost as unheard of as the Vikings winning a Super Bowl. 
Another month or two will weed the pretenders from the con-
tenders, if you excuse the cliche. 
Another quick look tells us that the oddsmakers in Las Vegas pick 
the Brewers to beat the Twins with regularity in their current series. 
Game one Monday went to the Brew. 
The oddsmakers also say the Cubs will lose to the Padres this 
week and that the White Sox will beat the Yankees. Go Sox, knock 
off those Eastern Division foes. And who knows, if you break .500 
you could win the Western Division. 
And how about the Astros, the team whose emblem I proudly wear 
on my hat above? Right now they carry a 14-8 record and sit alone 
atop the National League Western Division. Yes!! 
There's no question this will be a long season and anything can 
happen. But if the Twins could win the Series last year, then maybe 
the -Orioles do have a prayer. 
Real Sports 
The Winonan 
It's worth checking out! 
GRADUATING 
SENIORS: 
Don't leave Winona 
State without getting 
a Winonan subscrip-
tion for next year. Only 
$17 a year or $7 per 
quarter. Stop by the 
Winonan office in 
Kryzsko Commons to 
sign up. 
Stick around for 
WSU Summer Session! 
General Education Classes 
Major/Minor classes 
Plus - Special Workshops 
Short courses 
Tours 
'free , pregnancy test free confidential help 
Graduation Anoeuncements 	J06-1 ENS 
Are Now Available 
In The Bookstore 
Pregnant? 
and afraid? 
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Kling-Onz going to nationals 
Winona State's ultimate frisbee team ranks 13th in nation 
By GLEN GAUERKE 
Staff Writer 
Thanks to a group of virtually 
unknown athletes, Winona State 
University now has an athletic team 
ranked in the top 20 in the country. 
Winona State's ultimate frisbee 
club, the Kling-Onz, qualified as 
one of the top 12 frisbee football 
teams in the nation at the College 
Regional Ultimate tournament in 
Columbia, Miss. last weekend. 
Their showing in the tourney put 
them in the national tournament 
held in Santa Barbara, Cal. May 
27-28. 
"This is the first time we've gone 
this far. This nationals tournament 
will be a big-time thing with 
thousands of people watching," 
Kling-Onz Captain Eric Enge said. 
He said the publicity will help . 
Winona State and frisbee football 
as a sport. _ 
Winona State will be one of the 
smallest colleges in the Nationals  
out of the 100 accredited by the 
Ultimate Players Association (UPA) 
Enge said. 
The student senate sponsored 
club worked hard to get the Na-
tionals berth he said. 
Step one was the sectionals in 
Madison, Wis. Here, Winona and 
the University of Wisconsin-
Madison were the winners, advan-
cing to the regionals in Columbia. 
At regionals, they were rated 
ninth and ended up placing third—
qualifying in the last spot to go to 
nationals. 
The double elimination tourney 
profited the under-manned club 
because they came up from the 
consolation bracket, beating Big 
Ten schools Michigan and 
lylichigan State. 
. "We went with 10 players in-
stead of 14, played real well and 
got a good draw so we could rest", 
Enge said. 
He said the competition was 
"hard core" and expects tougher 
competiton at nationals. 
"There are no better athletes 
than in Ultimate Frisbee. It's an all-
around sport."he said. 
"We are a bunch of good guys, 
he said, "And we play for fun, but 
we're also competitive." 
Student senate allocates money 
to the Kling-Onz for entry fees and 
equiptment which totals $800 per 
year. 
They are the second largest club 
on campus. 
Yet, Enge said that the club pays 
its own transportation, food and 
miscellaneous expenses. 
That is why they were short-
manned for the Ultiarnte tourney 
and why they will lack funds for the 
Nationals. 
Enge said that in sectionals the 
team took two cars and camped 
out the first night to save money to 
rent a hotel room the next night. 
Pick up a WSU Summer 
Bulletin in Registrars Office 
Somsen or Extension Office 
Somsen 109. 











685 West 5th • Winona, MN 
PIZZA 	10" 	12" 	14" 
Cheese 	 3  75 	4.70 	5.70 
Onion 3  75 	4.70 	5.70 
Italian Sausage 	 3  75 	4.70 	5.70 
Bavarian Sausage 	3  75 	4.70 	5.70 
Pepperoni 	 3  75 	4.70 	5.70 
Beet 	 3  75 	4.70 	6.70 
Bacon 3  75 	4.70 	5.70 
Ham 	 3  75 	4,70 	6.70 
Sauerkraut 	 3  95 	4.90 	5.95 
Green Pepper 	 3  95 	4.90 	5.95 
Olives 	 3  95 	4.90 	6.95 
Pineapple 	 3  95 	4.90 	6.95 
Black Olives 	 3  95 	4.90 	5.56 
Canadian Bacon 	 4  20 	6.10 	6.15 
Mushroom 	 4  20 	5.10 	6.15 
Shrimp 	 4  50 	6.70 	6.90 
Anchovy 4  50 	5.70 	6.90 
Additional Ingredients. 	. .55 	.65 	.75 
Thick Crust 	 55 	.65 	.75 
SPECIALS 
UNBAKED PIZZA 	12" 
Cheese 	 2  50 
Onion 2  75 
Italian Sausage 	 2  95 
Bavarian Sausage 2  96 
Pepperoni 	 2  96 
Beet 	 2  96 
Bacon 2  95 
Ham 	 2  96 
Sauerkraut 	 2  95 
Green Pepper 	 2  96 
Olives 	 2  95 
Pineapple 	 2  05 
Black Olives 	 2  96 
Canadian Bacon 	 3  26 
Mushroom 	 3  26 
Shrimp 	 4  25 
Anchovy 4  25 
Additional ingredients 	 45 
Deep Dish 	 1  00 
BEVERAGES 
Milk 	 50 





*Nine Star Pizza* 
• 9 ingredients only $7.99 Large 
* sausage, canadian bacon, pepperoni, * 
mushroom, onion, green pepper, 








4 	 50 	5.70 	6.00 
4 	 75 	8.00 	7.25 
4 	  75 	8.00 	7.25 
5 	  75 	7.00 	8.25 






'Contains.. Extra/Extra Cneese, Sausage, Pepperoni, 
MusnroOrn, Green Peppers and Onions. No Substitution 
Please/ • *•**** ** ********* 
i_454-3600 
zt-iAr.,PA,13,14E*11,ii; 
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Runners finish thir 
95 
Softball 
Continued from page 13 
Friday's first game against 
Bemidji saw hitting and strong 
pitching. 
Catcher Maggie McGinnus got 
the game winning RBI in the se-
cond inning when she drove in 
shortstop Deb Steward with a 
single. 
Pitcher Katy Thompson threw a 
five-hit shutout for the win. 
In game two the Warriors came 
from behind in the seventh inning 
when Kris Mienert drove in the ty-
ing run and then got some help 
from two wild pitches scoring two 
more runners. 
Saturday's doubleheader saw 
the Warriors grind out 29 hits, four 
of which were home runs. 
Vicki Heniff, Pat Neder, Deb 
Steward, and Missy Frederick  
tallied the round trippers. 
Although the Warriors had a suc-
cessful weekend, it's the playoffs 
that are on their minds. 
"We're all excited," said 
Johnson. 
Schely said, "The seniors are 
especially looking forward (to the 
playoffs) because the last couple of 
years have ended in frustration and 
they know they have the tools (to 
win)." 
The team also played a non-
conference doubleheader at St. 
Mary's College on Monday, winn-
ing easily 12-4 and 8-1. 
That sweep extends the Warrior 
win streak to 10 games and gives 
them a 24-10 record overall. 
Before the NAIA playoffs begin, 
the Warriors play today at 
Gustavus-Adolphus College at 2 
p.m. and then play in the Ankoa-
Ramsey CC Tournament, in Anoka 
Minn. May 6-7. 
By TRACY STROTHER 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Even though the Winona State 
University men's track team was 
missing four of its more consistant 
runners Friday, the Warriors cap-
tured third place at the University 
of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. 
A sprint medely relay team con-
sisting of Steve Farrell, Mike 
Kropp, Bruce Tjelta and Brian 
Reed didn't join their teammates in 
Eau Claire. Instead they traveled to 
the Drake Relays held at Drake 
University in Des Moines, Iowa. 
The competition at Drake is con-
sidered to be some of the finest in 
the world. "Runners at Drake are 
as good as you'll see anywhere in 
the world," said Winona State 
Head Coach Bob Keister. 
A time of 3:37.76 wasn't good 
enough for the Winona State sprint 
medely team to place against such 
stiff competition, but the team of 
Warriors at Eau Claire did do well 
enough to place. 
Winona State took third in the 
meet with 30 1/2 points. 
The University of Wisconsin-Eau 
Claire won the team title with 127 
points and The University of 
Wisconsin-Stout took second with 
99. The University of Wisconsin-
River Falls and the University of 
Wisconsin-Superior finished the 
"Runners at Drake are as 
good as you'll see anywhere in 
the world." 
-Keister 
field of five. 
"The men did a terrific job. I 
don't know of one that 
didn't,"Keister said. 
Joel Dudgeon and Rick Ell-
inghysen lead Winona State with 
first place finishes. 
Dudgeon took first in the 
5,000-meter run with a time of 
15:07 and Ellinghysen won the 
discus competition with a throw of 
137 feet. 
Shaun Kulig finished second in 
the triple jump with a distance of 40 
feet, 3 inches and took third in the 
long jump with a leap of 19 feet, 10 
inches. 
The Warrior mile relay team of 
Vic Atherton, Elmer Knockel, Den-
nis Noreen and Rick Gordon ran a 
3:32 for a third place finish in the 
event. Brad Dudley also added a 
third-place finish in the javelin with 
a toss of 154 feet 9 inches. 
Atherton grabbed two fourth 
place finishes in the open 200 and 
400-meter dashes,and Noreen 
finished fifth in the 800-meter run 
to round out the place finishers for 
the Warriors. 
Baseball 
Continued from page 12 
the other outfielder that we'd 
come back and make it a 
ballgame," Cozad said. 
Squires said, "Against anyone it 
will take ten runs to beat us." 
In Friday's opener the Warriors 
went into the the seventh inning 
down by three. A five-run inning, 
capped off by Rob Sloan's two-out, 
two-run homer pulled out the win. 
In the nightcap Winona State 
erupted for seven in the top of the 
sixth to gain the win. 
On Saturday the Warriors broke 
an 8-8 tie by scoring three times in 
the top of the seventh. 
Winona State was led by Cozad 
who had five hits in eight at bats on 
the day. 
First baseman Scott Wanshura 
added two doubles and two hits . in 
four at bats for the day. 
Catcher Dan Galvin and second 
baseman Chris Shimek touched 
them all in the dP . ibleheader. 
Galvin hit a three-. tot in the 
opener and Shimek -got a solo job 
in the nightcap. 
Junior John Costello pitched 
three and a third innings of relief 
to collect the win in the opener and 
reliever Tim Wagner took the loss 
in the second game. 
Friday, the Warriors' 11-hit at-
tack was led by outfielder Pete 
* Goodfellow and third baseman 
Dean Barkey. They had three hits 
apiece. 
Brad Lange went the distance for 
the Warriors in the opener to col-
lect the win and reliever Corey 
Schmitz picked up the win in game 
two. 
The Warriors were back in action 
yesterday, traveling to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota-Morris. Results of 
this game were not available when 
the Winonan went to print. 
This Friday and Saturday the 
Warriors will host Bemidji State. 
-HELP WANTED 
Alaska Summer Employment-
Fisheries. Earn $600 . a week in 
cannery, $8,000-12,000 for two 
months on fishing vessel. Over 
8,000 openings. No experience 
necessary. Male or Female. For 
52-page employment booklet 
send $6.95 to M&L Research 
Box 84008, Seattle, WA 98124. 
30 day, unconditional, 100 / 
money back guarantee. 
"Yes I did" 
"You did not" 
"Oh, yes I did" 
"Impossible, how could you? 
"I did, and I also recieved 
experience and credit for it 
also." 
"You're kidding, this is crazy" 
"Yes - I know, but I did! 
I really did save over $5000 
with my summer job." 
"You did with Southwestern 
Co. Summer work program!" 
Interested to find how to say 
"I did" 
Come over to interview May 
4 or 5 at 3:30 or 6:30 p.m. 
All meetings held in Kryzsko 
Commons Dining Rm. A. 










Cost Determined by 
SPACE USED 
CALL FOR RATES 452-3112 
Hours M-F 8 to 5, Sat. A.M. 
• 
OFFER EXPIRES: 	Precision 
I 	5/7/88 	Cut 
(Reg. 6.95) 
:WINONA MALL 
Protessional Building 454-6030 
The ONLY Difference is the Price!! 15 
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AT THE BOOKSTORE 
GOING HOME THANK 
Spring Specials 
Sale Dates May 2nd Thru May 28th 
Clothing.... ••••••••.••••••••••••••:•••••••••••• 	0 7. off 
Lamps ••••••• 40 41 El f1 40 410 41 40 41 11 41 41 41 El 40 41 41 41 41 41 f1 41 41 41 40 41 41 41 41 I0 41 •••••• 25 7. off 
•••••••••• .••••.•••••••20 7. off 
• • • • • • •••••••••20 7. off 
Calculators 41 41 41 40 40 41 41 41 41 41 41 40 40 0 41 41 41 0 4P 0 0 
Watches & Clocks... 40 41 4P 0 11 41•41 40 41 41 41 40 41 41 41 41 41 41 4, 
Billfolds••••••*•••• 41 40 41 40 41 0 41 41 0 0 41 40•41 40 40 40 41 40 41 41 41 41 41 .40 11 41 0 41 41 
Radios•••• 41 41 41 41 41 44.10 41 41 41 40 0 41 11 
Book Bags • • • • • • • • 
Tape Recorders •••••••"" 
Pillow Pets & Puppets••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
All Posters. ID 11 11 40 41 41 41•11 41 41 11 I/ 41 0 11 41 41 41 41 41 41 40 • 
College Mugs. 41 41 41 40 41 41 41 0 41 41 41 0 11 11 40 41 41 40 41 41 40 
Pop •••••••••••••••• 41 41 41 41 41 40 41 41 41 41 40 41 41 41 40 41 II 41 40 41•41 • • 
1 
Records, Tapes 
Towels • 0 41 41 41 41 41 41 • 41 41 41 0 41 41 40 41 41 40 40 41 40 41 f1 40 f1 41 41 41 
• • • • • 0 
41 41 41 I/ 11 ID 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 40 41 II 0 41 41 41 41 
41 41 40 41 4D 41 41 41 41 00 IP 41 11 40 41 41 41 40 41 41 f1 41 41 41 41 40 
•••••••••••••••• 20 7. off 
20'/ off 
20 */• off 
20'7. off 
30 7. off 
•••••••••••••••••• 20 4/. off 
•10 7. off 
•••••••••••• 50 7. off 
••••• 10 7. off 
•••••••• 10 7• off 
•• •• • • 




•••••••••••••••• 20 7. off 
••••••••••• 10 7. off 
•20 7. off 
••20 7. off 
41 0 0 0 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 40 41 40 41 0 40 41 0 0 41 11 41 0 11 
40 0 40 0 41 40 40 40 41 •• • •440, •• • •••• •••• •••••• •• •• • • 
0 11 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 00 41 41 IP 41 41 41 41 41 4, 41 41 41 41 
SEE SPECIAL CLOTHING DISPLAY FOR 
1/2 price merchandise!!! 
